2

9 x 4 = 36

Derive as many facts as you can for
each of these number facts.

Independent task

27 ÷ 3 = 9

Maths

Friday 5th February

8 x 3 = 24

I can solve ____________ by using
________________________________
________________________________

I can solve ____________ by using

________________________________

________________________________

a) 28 + 4
b) 28 ÷ 2
c) 70 x 8

Which calculation could you
solve by deriving a new fact?

Which calculation could you
solve by deriving a new fact?

a) 7 + 3
3 b) 210 ÷ 7
c) 7 x 21

Number fact: 28 ÷ 4 = 7

Maths

Number fact: 3 x 7 = 21

Independent task

Friday 5th February
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Mapping Europe

Astronomers
Latitude
Longitude
Transcontinental
Unrecognisable

Reading Non-fiction

We will be reading about the how Europe came to be. It
was originally mapped by scientists who studied the
universe beyond the earth (astronomers). After that, we
will be reading about maps and how they feature a grid
of imaginary lines (latitude and longitude) that help us
find the exact location of places in the world. Next, we
will look at a map of Europe and see the countries that
are both part of Europe and Asia (Transcontinental
countries). Following that, we will see how much Europe
has changed in the last 25 years. It’s so different you
won’t be able to even notice (unrecognisable) it is Europe.
I wonder what it used to look like. Let’s read and find
out.

TASK:
1. What was the name of the astronomer that created the first map of the world? Pg4
2. What is The Prime Meridian and which city does it run through? Pg5
3. What countries are Transcontinental? Pg7
4. Can you spot two countries in Europe 1919 that disappeared? Pg8
5. What year did the Berlin Wall come down? Pg9

3. Russia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan and Turkey.
4. Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia
5. The Berlin wall came down in 1989.
1. The name of the astronomer that created the first map was called Ptolemy.
2. The Prime Meridian marks the starting point of every time zone in the world. It pass through London.
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This map is miss ing
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ia and
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d 1500s European
Durin g the 1400s an
s
out to find new route
explorers set
s to Asia,
across the sea
encountering
unknown
countries that
they recorded
on maps.

This is one of the first maps of the world. It was created in 1482
in Germany, following instructions that were originally written in
150 CE, by a Greek astronomer, Ptolemy.

Europe is part of a giant landmass that borders
Asia, and includes a small number of islands in
surrounding seas and oceans. Many early maps
were made by European adventurers who travelled
beyond the continent, 'discovering' new lands.
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The 0 line of longitude
is also known as the
Prime M eridian. It runs
through Greenwich in
London, UK
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The Prime M eridian marks the
starting point of every time
zone in the world. Every place
that is on a line of longitude
has the same time. The world
is divided into 24 time zones,
each 15 degress of longitude
apart from each other.
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You can use a map to locate a place by using grid
references, such as lines of latitude and longitude. You
can also describe a place in relation to the compass
points of north, east, south or west.
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lines of latitude go round the world from east to west. The Equator is a line of latitude (0 °).
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World maps feature a grid of imaginary lines called
latitude and longitude. These lines are numbered so that
places can be located using the number of the latitude
line fir�t, followed by the number of the longitude line.
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Friday 5th February 2021
Writing
To be able to write an introduction of a non-chronological report
What three things do we need to include in the introduction?
_________

_________

_________

We are going to do an example together then you will create your own.
Which 'what', 'where' and 'adjective' should we use?
I am going to be writing about France.
What: Brochure
Where: France
Adjective: Stunning
Activity 1:
You’re turn! You will be writing about Belgium using information from your
humanities lesson.
How do we put the what, where and adjective together?
We are going to use the introduction of the model text to help us.
Adjective
There are more than 40 countries in Europe including the idyllic Sweden. This
wonderful country is the largest in Northern Europe. This brochure will show
you what the vast Sweden has to offer. It is fantastic!
Where

What

05/02/21
Step 1: Start with the first sentence including the adjectives.

Model text:
There are more than 40
countries in Europe
including the idyllic
Sweden.

My text:
There are more than 40
countries in the vast Europe
including the stunning
France.

Circle the difference about the model text and my text.
Activity 2:
Write your own sentence with your own adjectives about Belgium. Remember to
use your humanities lesson to help you.
Step 2: Next, write about the where.

Model text:
This wonderful country is
the largest in Northern
Europe.

My text:
This brilliant country is the
largest in Eastern Europe.

Circle the difference about the model text and my text.
Activity 3:
Write your own sentence with your ‘where’ about Belgium. Remember to use
your humanities lesson to help you.
Step 3: Finally, write the ‘what’.

Model text:
This brochure will show you
what the vast Sweden has
to offer. It is fantastic!

My text:
This informative brochure will
show you what the famous France
has to offer. It is unbelievable!

Circle the difference about the model text and my text.
Activity 3:
Write your own sentence with your ‘what’ about Belgium. Remember to use your
humanities lesson to help you.
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Lesson 5

Does light travel through all materials?
Key Knowledge

Key Vocabulary

•

Transparent – allows all light to pass through it

•

translucent

•

Opaque – allows no light to pass through it

•

transparent

•

Translucent – allows some light to pass through it

•

opaque

Knowledge Quiz 3.4
1. Light travels in _______ lines.

wavy

spiral

straight

short

eyelid

brain

2. Light enters the eye through the:

pupil

iris

3. The pupils in our eyes change size to let in more light when it’s:

bright

dark

4. When light hits a _______________ object, most of the light is absorbed and little is reflected.

dull and dark

shiny and smooth

5. When light hits a _______________ object, most of the light is reflected.

dull and dark

shiny and smooth

32
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Does light travel through all materials?

Does light travel through all materials?
Not all objects allow light to pass through them. If they did, the Sun would light up every room
all of the time and outside lights would shine through our walls at night!

Materials that allow most light to pass through them are called
transparent. Light completely passes through these materials and
you can completely see through them e.g. glasses.

Materials that allow some light to pass through them are called
translucent e.g. tissue paper. Translucent materials allow some
light to pass through but the light is scattered so you can’t see
through it completely.

Materials that allow no light to pass through are called opaque.
Opaque objects block light e.g. wood.

33
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What is the name of objects that we can see through completely?

True or False?
Materials that allow no light to pass through are called translucent.

Explain your answer.

What do you know about opaque materials?

Fill in the missing words

Transparent materials allow

light to pass through them.

materials allow no light to pass through them.

materials allow

34

light to pass through them.
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 escribe what you notice about the objects when the light
D
from the torch is shone through them. Decide whether they are
transparent, translucent or opaque.
Materials under investigation
Material

Description

Paper Towel

Sandwich
Bag

Cardboard

Laminating
Pouch

Polystyrene
Cup

Wax Paper

35

Transparent/
translucent or opaque?
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Materials under investigation
Material

Description

Transparent/
translucent or opaque?

Tin Foil

____
Glass Cup

_
Bubble Wrap

Felt

Can
	
you order your materials from the one that allows the least light
to pass through to the one that allows the most?

Opaque

Transparent
36

on· the farm

Section 4 - Animals

\.

/

...une vache.
...a cow.

.,

'\

'

/

...un canard.
...a duck.

.,

\.

/

\.

/

...un chien.
...a dog.

Section 4 - Animals

C'est un coq, / eh.at .

-=;> C'est un mouton / ch.ien .

C'est un poule / canard .

...un chat.
...a cat.

@ CGP - not to be photocopied

�

� C'est une vach.e / coch.on .

./

'

./

. ..un cheval.
...a horse.

...a sheep.

...un cochon.
...a pLg.

...un mouton.

...un coq.
' ...a cockerel. .,

It is...

What is it?

Circle the correct word to complete each sentence.

\.

...une poule.
...a hen.

C'est ...

Qu'est-ce que c'est?

You mig_ht use_ this question and answer to talk about 9-nimals on the farm:

Dans la ferme

0

34

3. cockerel
7. duck

5
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2

3
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Section 4 - Animals
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= You don't need =
: the 'un' or 'une' =
::. bit for this one. ::

J

J

( C'est .......... .. ... .. ... .......... ........... .

Qu'est-ce que c'est?

"I can say the names of some farm animals."

5. cow

4. dog

2. horse

1. sheep
2. pig
6. hen

Down:

-------s

( C'est ............................................... .

Qu'est-ce que c'est?

Complete the crossword by writing each word in French.

Across:

-------s

J
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( C'est ............................................... .

Qu'est-ce que c'est?

Fill in the gaps in the sentences below to match each picture.
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